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PHO 521
YA# Description:
2000/88 #1 Scraping bedrock in buckets dredge and date not known
2000/88 #2 YCGG [Yukon Consolidated Gold Corporation]  Dredge #11 front view taken 

on Hunker Creek in 1948.  [Close up of dredge bucket].  Cliff Weeks 
photograph.

2000/88 #3 YCGG [Yukon Consolidated Gold Corporation]  Dredge #11 side view taken 
on Hunker Creek in 1948.  [Close up of dredge bucket taken from the side].  
Cliff Weeks photograph.

2000/88 #4 YCGG Dredge #11 March 1948 spring repair before start up.  Top deck 
screen plates, timbers, slings, oil drums for boiler.  Port side.  Cliff Weeks 
photograph.

2000/88 #5 YCGG Dredge #11 1949 on Hunker Creek showing left side, tailings, bow 
line, digging depth approx. 15'.  Cliff Weeks photograph.

2000/88 #6 Dredge #11 looking down bucket from winchroom 1949.  Digging depth 
approx. 24' below water line.  Cliff Weeks photograph.

2000/88 #7 YCGG Dredge #11 1950 winchroom.  Cliff Weeks winchman 20 years old.  
This is a good picture showing all bow and stern line levers including spud 
lever, also shows dials and controllers.  First Aid box and bowl on wall. This 
picture should be custom developed.  I developed this picture myself by 
dodging in some of light and holding back light on underexposed areas.  I 
have included 1 x 5"x&' print so you can see detail available.  This is a better 
winchroom picture showing detail than you now have.

2000/88 #8 YCGG Dredge #8 on Sulphur Creek Nov. 1948.  Fall shut down bucket line 
partly off and lower tumbler removed note horses and wagon right side of 
picture.  Cliff Weeks photograph.

2000/88 #9 A good picture of Dredge #7 right side with bucket line raised Date # known 
approx 1945

2000/88 #10 Dredge #4 date not known.  Notice men 2/3 of way down bucket line.  This 
show size of buckets.

2000/88 #11 Dredge #4 in ice early spring no negatives available you can make a 
negative then make a larger print.

2000/88 #12 Postcard: [front of postcard] No. 7 A mammoth gold dredge on the Klondike.  
[Verso of postcard] July 4th 1947 hers a bigger boat than No. 11 its No. 3 on 
the klondike river its quite a size No. 4 bigger yet.  Cliff.  [Dredge #3 in 
dredge pond].
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2000/88 #13 This is really Dredge #3 on the Klondike front and rear views.  This dredge 

was a little smaller than dredge #4.  Who ever took the original post card put 
on the wrong dredge #.  This dredge was gone by the early 1940s as far as I 
can remember.

2000/88 #14 Changing bucket lips date and dredge not known.  I believe person on left is 
Les Butterworth, Roy's brother.
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